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Abstract—Reconfigurable active photonics harnesses the nonlinear light-matter interactions in
active materials to create ultrafast modulation responses, reconfigurable mode profiles, and quan-
tum entanglement on a scalable integrated platform. Combining recent advances in both funda-
mental physics and fabrication technologies, large-scale reconfigurable active photonics promises
revolutionary solutions to communications, sensing, and imaging in both classical and quantum
regimes. In this talk, I will first show our recent progress in controlling the collective behaviors in
large-scale multimode photonic systems to generate high-brightness, dynamically tunable coherent
illumination. We experimentally demonstrated record-breaking intensity enhancement and robust
reconfigurability in two-dimensional microlaser arrays using design modalities guided by symmetry
and topology. Beam steering and ultrafast dynamical modulation were demonstrated using mech-
anisms intrinsic to the nonlinearity of the system. In the second part, I will discuss active sensing
systems that harness reconfigurable structured illumination generated on the chip, including ultra-
miniature 3D imaging modules and quantum imaging schemes surpassing the classical resolution
limit. Finally, I will conclude by presenting my vision for this integrated optical platform, outlin-
ing its usages, including fully integrated lensless imaging, scalable quantum state generation and
detection, and optical computing.
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